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Which challenges do organizations have to face
regarding to knowledge management?
Employees leave the company
Global working needs new tools
	
New learning style requires alternative knowledge transfer

Our answer:

The knowledge management
platform Industrial Tube
Industrial Tube is developed to capture, secure and share the knowledge that an organization has gained over years. Expert
knowledge will be recorded and can be shared within the company by video. Simple, fast, worldwide and without language
barriers. By experts for experts.

RECORDING APP

RECORD
	
Record videos without previous

knowledge

CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ENTERPRISE PORTAL

ENRICH

WATCH

	
Clear management of all videos

	
Watch all videos in a closed

with different enrichment options

Enterprise Portal

Which values do you ensure by
using Industrial Tube?
Saving and sharing
of knowledge:

Saving money with efficiency
enhancement:

	
Documentation of knowledge

	
Increment of working efficiency

	
Share and spread knowledge

	
Improve flexibility of your employees

	
Save internal process know how

	
Increased training efficiency by 24/7

	
Improve process safety by

documentation of knowledge

availability
	
Improvement of execution quality and

machine handling
documentation of knowledge
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How does Industrial Tube guarantee
the quality of the video content?

	
Safety instructions

	
C onsideration of

	
Defined workflows

	
Transparent

	
C ontent check

	Controlled access

before record

work safety

copyright notes

for process safety

Which previous knowledge do you
need for the use?
NONE, BECAUSE THE APP CONTAINS:
Easy user guidance
	
S tep-by-step tutorials

Why BILFINGER DIGITAL NEXT?

Fast, easy, safe!

BILFINGER DIGITAL NEXT is the corporate start-up driving the digital transformation in the process industry.
The combination of data experts with industrial expertise supported by strong partners leads to our solution portfolio: BCAP®.

40+ employees

Located in Heidelberg

20+ Solutions

Global customers

Get in touch!

+49 6221 427894-0
digitalfrontrunner@bilfinger.com
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